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Abstract—This paper presents the analysis of lightning overvoltage performance of 110 kV air-insulated substation connecting hydro power plant with the rest of the power system. The demonstrated procedure includes the application of a three-dimensional electro-geometric model of transmission line entering the substation, description of modeling process and EMTP simulations. Different overvoltage protection schemes were discussed including station surge arresters with different rated voltages and energy classes. The installation of line surge arresters on the first towers of the transmission line entering the substation for the improvement of the lightning performance of substation was analyzed.

Lightning parameters derived from lightning location system observations around 110 kV substation were analyzed and compared to ones used in literature and calculations. For this purpose an algorithm for the assessment of the lightning flash multiplicity was developed in order to determine the current amplitude probability distribution of the first and subsequent cloud to ground strokes. Energy absorbed by surge arresters due to multiple strokes was determined and an optimal overvoltage protection scheme was proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnitude and rate of rise of overvoltages due to lightning strokes on transmission lines is an important consideration for substation insulation and the strategy adopted for limiting these overvoltages. The transmission line faults caused by lightning can be classified into backflashovers and flashovers due to shielding failures. Both events cause overvoltages which travel towards the substation from the struck point. Attenuation due to high frequency nature of lightning overvoltages is caused by corona loss and skin effect. Therefore, usually lightning strokes that are close to the

substation are considered when assessing overvoltage protection requirements and the associated risk of failure of the substation equipment. Insulation faults on a transmission line in front of substation can provoke short circuit currents with high magnitudes. The consequence of insulator flashover is the forming of a surge with a very steep front that enters the substation and causes insulation stress especially on windings of power transformers [1]. The procedure presented in this paper includes the application of a three dimensional electro-geometrical model (EGM) of 110 kV transmission line entering the substation, transient simulations in EMTP/ATP software and the evaluation of the lightning performance substation equipment.

II. ELECTRO-GEOMETRIC MODEL OF 110 kV TRANSMISSION LINE ENTERING THE SUBSTATION

The goal of the EGM simulation is to determine the distribution of lightning current amplitudes which strike shield wire or phase conductor of the transmission line. The basic parameter needed for EGM simulation is the statistical distribution of lightning current amplitude. The distribution for negative lightning current amplitudes of the first stroke, suggested by J. G. Anderson [2] and adopted by IEEE [3] is described by following expression:

\[
P = \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{I}{31}\right)^{2.6}},
\]

where \( P \) is a probability of occurrence of lightning current amplitude higher than \( I \). The general expression for the striking distance \( R \) is represented by expression (2):

\[
R = a \cdot I^b
\]

The striking distance can vary significantly and therefore different values of constants and modifications of the above equation are proposed by various investigators [4]. The expression for the striking distance recommended by IEEE WG with constants \( a=8, b=0.65 \) were used in simulations. A first few spans of a single-circuit 110 kV transmission line with single shield wire entering the substation were considered in EGM (Fig. 1). In order to collect enough data for the statistical calculation, the Monte Carlo simulations were conducted for a large number of generated lightning current amplitudes. The simulations were carried out until 1000 lightning strokes ended at phase conductors and 72059 ended at towers and shield wire. The highest amplitude of lightning current impacting phase conductors was 14.2 kA. Fig. 2 shows probability distribution of lightning current amplitudes.
54.3% of strokes impacting phase conductors finished in the upper phase which is most exposed to direct lightning strokes, while 36.1% and 9.6% strokes finished in the middle and lower phase, respectively.

III. MODELING OF 110 kV TRANSMISSION LINE AND AIR-INSULATED SUBSTATION

Single-circuit 110 kV transmission line with one shield wire entering the air-insulated substation was modelled in EMTP/ATP software. The model shown in Fig. 4 represents the most unfavourable operating switching configuration of the substation with respect to lightning overvoltages: single transmission line bay, transformer bay and measuring bay in operation. Overvoltages were calculated on the substation equipment marked in Fig. 4: 1 - voltage transformers in line bay; 2 - current transformers in line bay; 3 - circuit breakers in line bay; 4 - circuit breakers in transformer bay; 5 - current transformers in transformer bay; 6 - power transformer; 7 - voltage transformers in measuring bay. The calculations of lightning overvoltages were carried out in case when lightning strikes upper phase conductor and shield wire at the first tower close to substation.
Three different overvoltage protection schemes were analyzed:

A) Surge arresters (SAs) with $U_r=96$ kV in transformer bay and SAs with $U_r=144$ kV in line bay.

B) SAs with $U_r=102$ kV installed in line bay and in transformer bay.

C) SAs with $U_r=102$ kV installed in line bay, transformer bay and in all phases of the first three towers entering the substation.

The first protection scheme A) represents the situation where SAs in line bay and transformer bay have different rated voltages. This protection scheme was analyzed in order to determine the influence of SA’s rated voltage on overvoltage protection and energy sharing between arresters.

The second protection scheme B) represents the situation where SAs in line bay and transformer bay have the same rated voltage selected according to [5].

The third protection scheme C) represents the situation where SAs with the same rated voltage are installed in line bay, transformer bay and in all phases of the first three towers entering the substation. This protection scheme was analyzed in order to determine the influence of line surge arresters (LSAs) on overvoltage protection inside the substation. Energy sharing between LSAs and substation SAs was analyzed in case of multiple lightning strokes.

The transmission line conductors and shield wire were represented by frequency-dependent model in EMTP and five spans close to substation were taken into account. To avoid reflections of travelling waves, the line was terminated with multiphase matching resistance on one end. Surge impedances of the transmission line towers [3] were determined by using expression (3):

$$Z = 60 \cdot \left\{ \ln \left( \frac{H}{R} \right) - 1 \right\}, \quad (3)$$

where $H$ represents tower height and $R$ equivalent radius of a tower base. Each tower was divided in four parts: the first part from tower top to upper arm, the second one from upper arm to middle arm, the third part from middle arm to lower arm and the last part from lower arm to the ground. This way it was possible to calculate transient voltages of tower arms.

Tower footing resistances were modelled taking into account soil ionization [3] caused by lightning current. Tower grounding was represented as non-linear resistor using MODELS language and TACS-controlled time-dependent resistor.

The important parameter for the behaviour of overhead line insulation subjected to lightning overvoltages is its corresponding flashover voltage, which depends on the voltage level and insulation clearances. The flashover mechanism of the transmission line insulators was represented with differential equation (4) of the leader progression model selected by the CIGRE WG 33-01[4].

$$v(t) = k_l u(t) \left[ \frac{u(t)}{x} - E_0 \right] \quad (4)$$

In the expression (4), $u(t)$ is the voltage as a function of time, $x$ is the distance of the unbridged gap, $E_0$ is the gradient at which the breakdown process starts, and $k_l$ is a constant [6]. Insulator flashover was modelled using MODELS language in EMTP/ATP. The calculated volt-time characteristic of a 110 kV insulator string for a standard lightning impulse voltage waveform 1.2/50 $\mu$s is shown in Fig. 5.

The equipment in high voltage substation was represented by surge capacitances obtained from manufacturer’s data, whereas busbars and connecting leads were represented by a frequency-dependent transmission line model [7].

The model of gapless type SA includes non-linear and dynamic behaviour of the arrester. The non-linear behaviour was represented with the $U-I$ characteristics depicted in Fig. 6. A frequency-dependent arrester model [8] was used in simulations. The parameters of the SA model were identified using expressions that required only the data reported in manufacturers’ datasheets. The arrester leads were represented by inductance of 1 $\mu$H/m taking into account the effects of additional voltage rise across the lead inductance.

The lightning stroke hitting a tower or a phase conductor was represented by a CIGRE concave shape [3] shown in Fig. 7. The peak current magnitude and the tail time are important when observing the SA energy, while the influence of the rise time is hardly noticeable in such a case. In contrast, the current wave front is an important parameter with regard to insulator flashover. The CIGRE concave shape shown in Fig. 7 represents more accurately the concave front of a lightning stroke and usually gives more realistic results.
The majority of lightning flashes comprise multiple strokes which occur a few milliseconds of each other. These lightning strokes can be especially dangerous for SAs because they require dissipation of a large amount of energy which results in heating of metal-oxide blocks. However, SAs must be capable of dissipating multiple lightning strokes without deterioration and therefore it is important to select the appropriate energy class. Two negative lightning flashes were simulated comprising the first and following stroke:

- strokes to tower: first stroke 100 kA, 9.9/200 µs and following stroke 40 kA, 4.5/140 µs;
- strokes to phase conductor: first stroke 14.2 kA, 2.3/200 µs and following stroke 5.68 kA, 1.3/140 µs.

Amplitude and duration of the strokes, i.e. time to half value have the greatest impact on the SA energy [9]. The amplitudes of the first strokes were selected based on the results of EGM, while the amplitudes of the subsequent strokes were assumed to have 40 % of the first stroke amplitude. Time to half values for the first and following strokes were selected according to [4], with only 5 % probability of being exceeded.

The lightning parameters are essential input variables for estimating the effectiveness of overvoltage protection. More recent direct lightning current measurements were obtained from instrumented towers in Austria, Germany, Canada and Brazil, as well as from rocket-triggered lightning [10]. Further, modern lightning location systems (LLSs) report peak currents estimated from measured electromagnetic field peaks. The available technology for detecting and locating cloud to ground (CG) lightning has significantly improved over the last decades. LLS data have the advantage of covering extended areas on a continuous basis and can therefore observe the related exposure of objects to the lightning threat. Therefore, the analysis of lightning activity around 110 kV substation obtained from LLS was performed.

The lightning activity was observed for a 6 year period within a radius of 10 km from 110 kV substation. This area covers the most exposed part of 110 kV transmission line corridor extending over a mountain area. Data were obtained from LLS [11], which is capable of detecting multiple-stroke flashes where every stroke is represented by individual set of data (current amplitude, discharge time, location, etc.). CG flashes consist of one or several strokes coming in very short temporal intervals and close spatial proximity. The common method for grouping stroke data into flashes is using the thresholds for maximum temporal separation and maximum lateral distance between successive strokes. For this purpose an algorithm for grouping of lightning strokes into flashes (assessment of the lightning stroke multiplicity) was developed in order to determine the current probability distribution of the first and subsequent CG strokes. The multiplicity was calculated for a maximum temporal separation of 200 ms and a maximum lateral distance of 2 km between successive strokes [12]. A total of 7762 negative CG strokes were detected, consisting of 4999 first strokes and 2763 subsequent strokes, with an average stroke multiplicity of 1.55 strokes per flash. Fig. 8 shows the comparison between cumulative frequency distributions of negative CG lightning current amplitudes obtained from LLS and IEEE.

|TABLE I PARAMETERS OF NEGATIVE FIRST AND SUBSEQUENT STROKES|
|---|---|---|
| | Average value | Median value |
|LLS | IEEE | LLS | IEEE |
| First strokes | 13.6 kA | 8.8 kA | 31.1 kA |
| Subsequent strokes | 12.4 kA | 9.5 kA | 12.3 kA |

LLS data gives lower median values of current amplitudes both for first and subsequent strokes. Table II shows the average and median values of first and subsequent strokes in shielding failure domain (<13 kA) and backflash domain (≥13 kA) detected by LLS. In backflash domain first strokes have higher median value, while in shielding failure domain subsequent strokes have higher median value. The analysis of LLS data showed that the lightning current parameters of the first and subsequent strokes used in the simulations were conservative and on the “safe side”. 

Fig. 7. CIGRE concave shape (I is the crest current, S is the maximum front steepness, t is the equivalent front duration)
### TABLE II Parameters of Negative First and Subsequent Strokes in Shielding Failure and Backflash Domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I&lt;13 kA</th>
<th>I≥13 kA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average value</td>
<td>Median value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First strokes</td>
<td>7.3 kA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent strokes</td>
<td>7.8 kA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Simulation Results

#### A. Lightning overvoltages

The rated lightning impulse withstand voltage of substation equipment is 550 kV, while the coordination lightning impulse withstand voltage $U_{cw}=478$ kV was determined for safety factor $K_s=1.15$ [13]. Overvoltages were calculated on the substation equipment marked with red colour at Fig. 4: 1 - voltage transformers in line bay; 2 - current transformers in line bay; 3 - circuit breakers in line bay; 4 - circuit breakers in transformer bay; 5 - current transformers in transformer bay; 6 - power transformer; 7 - voltage transformers in measuring bay. Figs. 9-11 show overvoltage amplitudes on substation equipment in case of lightning strokes to tower 1 with current amplitudes 50 kA, 75 kA and 100 kA.

In case of overvoltage protection scheme A) lightning overvoltages on substation equipment (2, 4, 5 and 7) exceeded critical value of $U_{cw}=478$ kV. Overvoltages were highest in this case due to relatively high rated voltage of SAs in line bay.

In case B) overvoltages were reduced with regard to case A), due to lower rated voltage of SAs in line bay. However, overvoltages on voltage transformers in measuring bay still exceeded $U_{cw}$. The calculation results showed that in all cases lightning overvoltages were highest on voltage transformers in measuring bay since they are furthest away from the SAs with respect to other equipment. Also, reflections of travelling waves occurred at the end of 110 kV busbars where voltage transformers were installed.

In case C) overvoltages were further reduced compared to case B). In this case with LSAs installed in all phases of the first three towers entering the substation, overvoltages on all substation equipment were lower than $U_{cw}$.

Fig. 12 shows percentage reduction of overvoltages on substation equipment in case of lightning stroke 50 kA to tower 1.

A significant overvoltage reduction on all substation equipment was obtained with application of LSAs, especially on voltage transformers in measuring bay.

Figs. 13 and 14 show calculated overvoltages on insulators of the first tower and on voltage transformers in measuring bay in case A) and 100 kA lightning stroke to first tower. Backflashover occurred in all phases and overvoltages in measuring bay exceeded $U_{cw}$. Fig. 15 shows overvoltage amplitudes on substation equipment in case of lightning stroke 14.2 kA (2.3/77.5 µs) to upper phase conductor at tower 1.
In this case amplitudes were below $U_{cw}$ for all overvoltage protection schemes. Figs. 16 and 17 show calculated overvoltages on insulators of the first tower and on power transformer in case A) and 14.2 kA lightning stroke to upper phase conductor. Flashover occurred in upper phase (marked red on Fig. 16) and overvoltages on power transformer were lower than $U_{cw}$.

**B. Surge arrester energy**

SA energy was calculated in case of lightning stroke to tower 1 with current amplitudes 30 kA – 100 kA and in case of lightning stroke to upper phase with current amplitudes 10 kA and 14.2 kA. SA energies in case of overvoltage protection schemes A) and B) are shown in Figs. 18 and 19.

In case A) (Fig. 18), energy of SAs in transformer bay was higher than in line bay, due to their lower rated voltage. In case B) (Fig. 19), SAs in line bay absorbed more energy because their rated voltage was equal to SAs in transformer bay and they were closer to lightning stroke position.

Therefore, energy sharing between SAs in line and transformer bay was strongly affected by the value of their rated voltages. SA energy was calculated in case of two negative lightning flashes comprising the first and following stroke:

- strokes to tower: first stroke 100 kA, 9.9/200 µs and following stroke 40 kA, 4.5/140 µs;
- strokes to phase conductor: first stroke 14.2 kA, 2.3/200 µs and following stroke 5.68 kA, 1.3/140 µs.

Calculation results in cases A) and B) show that energy class 4 ($w_r=7$ kJ/kV) of station SAs should be selected in order to withstand the energy due to multiple lightning strokes. Fig. 20 shows energies of SAs in case C). SAs in transformer and line bay and LSAs at first three towers with energy class 2 ($w_r=2.8$ kJ/kV $U_r$) withstood the energy caused by lightning except in case of multiple lightning stroke to phase conductor with relatively high amplitude and long duration. According to the results of EGM, this event has a low probability of
This paper presents the analysis of lightning overvoltage performance of 110 kV air-insulated substation. Different overvoltage protection schemes were discussed including station SAs with different rated voltages and energy classes, as well as the application of LSAs on the first three towers of the transmission line entering the substation, with relatively high grounding resistance. For this purpose, the model of 110 kV transmission line and substation was developed in EMTP/ATP.

The conducted simulations showed that SA’s rated voltage have significant influence on overvoltage distribution inside the substation and on energy sharing between arresters in line and transformer bay. An optimal protection scheme was proposed considering overvoltage distribution on substation equipment and SA energy due to multiple lightning strokes. This protection scheme includes station SAs with energy class 3 and LSAs with energy class 2, both having the same rated voltage $U_r = 102$ kV. Furthermore, the analysis of the lightning activity around 110 kV substation obtained by LLS was performed, which showed that there is a significantly higher probability of lightning stroke occurrence with lower current amplitudes, compared to IEEE data. Therefore, the lightning current parameters of the first and subsequent strokes used in the simulations were conservative and on the “safe side”.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed considering overvoltage distribution on substation and transformer bay. An optimal protection scheme was proposed considering overvoltage distribution on substation equipment and SA energy due to multiple lightning strokes. This protection scheme includes station SAs with energy class 3 and LSAs with energy class 2, both having the same rated voltage $U_r = 102$ kV.
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